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Introducing the Manley Solutions Reseller Partner
Program for Telecom Expense Management (TEM)
Companies

At Manley Solutions, we understand that Telecom Expense Management (TEM) companies play a crucial
role in helping businesses optimize their telecom expenses and streamline their communication services.
We are excited to introduce our exclusive Priority Dialtone Reseller Partner Program, specifically
designed for TEM companies looking to offer resilient communication solutions to their clients.

Program Overview:
The Manley Solutions Reseller Partner Program for TEM Companies is a unique opportunity for TEM
providers to expand their service offerings and deliver unparalleled communication solutions to their
clients. By joining our program, TEM companies gain access to our flagship service, Priority Dialtone,
enabling them to enhance their TEM strategies with a focus on reliable communication during critical
situations.

Program Benefits:
1. Priority Dialtone Expertise: As a reseller partner, you will gain specialized knowledge and

expertise in Priority Dialtone services. This expertise will allow you to advise and assist your
clients in implementing reliable communication solutions that ensure uninterrupted connectivity,
even during high-demand periods or emergencies.

2. Resilient Communication Solutions: By incorporating Priority Dialtone into your TEM
services, you can offer your clients a robust communication solution that takes precedence over
regular voice traffic. This ensures that critical communications are prioritized, enhancing
operational efficiency and maintaining business continuity.

3. Competitive Advantage: Partnering with Manley Solutions gives your TEM company a
competitive edge in the market. Priority Dialtone services are in high demand, and by offering
this exclusive service, you differentiate yourself from competitors and position your company as
a provider of cutting-edge and resilient communication solutions.

4. Comprehensive Support:We are dedicated to supporting your success as a reseller partner. You
will receive comprehensive support, including dedicated channel management, training resources,
marketing assistance, and technical support. Our goal is to ensure your seamless integration of
Priority Dialtone services into your TEM offerings and the overall success of your clients'
communication strategies.

5. Business Growth Opportunities: By offering Priority Dialtone services as part of your TEM
solutions, you tap into a rapidly growing market. Organizations across industries are increasingly
prioritizing resilient communication, presenting significant growth opportunities for your TEM



business. Expand your customer base, increase revenue, and solidify your position as a trusted
TEM provider.

Program Payouts

Connection Type Retail Price Partner Payout

Priority Dialtone Service $60/month $50

Standard Dialtone Service $30/month $20

Professional Installation $2500/day $200

Payout Terms:
● 180 Day Chargeback
● 3YR Subscription Term
● Eligible on new lines of service only
● Signed EULA
● Completed registration

Become a valued partner in our network and deliver unparalleled communication solutions to your clients.
Together, we can revolutionize the way businesses manage their communication needs, ensuring reliable
connectivity during critical situations.

To learn more and apply for the Priority Dialtone Reseller Partner Program for TEM Companies, visit our
website or contact our Channel Partnership team at (877) 262-6539 option 1. Let's join forces to optimize
telecom expense management and provide resilient communication solutions that drive success for
businesses across industries.

Why Manley
Customers are choosing Manley Solutions for its Priority Dialtone service for several compelling reasons:

1. Uninterrupted Communication:Manley Solutions' Priority Dialtone service guarantees
uninterrupted communication during critical situations. Customers value the reliability and
assurance that their essential communications will always take precedence, even during
high-demand periods or emergencies. This level of reliability and resilience is crucial for
organizations that cannot afford communication disruptions.

2. Enhanced Business Continuity: By choosing Manley Solutions' Priority Dialtone service,
customers can ensure seamless business continuity. They can rely on continuous and prioritized
communication, enabling them to make critical decisions, coordinate emergency responses, and
maintain operations during challenging circumstances. This service is particularly valuable for
industries such as healthcare, public safety, utilities, and transportation.



3. Advanced Network Prioritization:Manley Solutions utilizes advanced network prioritization
technologies to ensure that Priority Dialtone service takes precedence over regular voice traffic.
This enables customers to have consistent and reliable communication, even in congested
network conditions. The sophisticated prioritization algorithms and infrastructure employed by
Manley Solutions result in optimized communication performance for customers.

4. Expertise and Reliability:Manley Solutions has a proven track record of delivering reliable
communication solutions to a diverse range of customers. With extensive experience in the
telecommunications industry, Manley Solutions brings expertise and technical know-how to
implement and maintain Priority Dialtone service effectively. Customers trust in the company's
reputation for excellence and its commitment to delivering uninterrupted communication.

5. Customizable Solutions:Manley Solutions understands that different organizations have unique
communication requirements. Therefore, the company offers customizable solutions to cater to
specific customer needs. Whether it's call routing options, automatic call forwarding, or tailored
configurations, Manley Solutions works closely with customers to provide personalized Priority
Dialtone service that aligns with their operational requirements.

6. Seamless Integration: Customers appreciate how seamlessly Manley Solutions' Priority Dialtone
service integrates with their existing communication infrastructure. The company's team of
experts ensures a smooth implementation process, minimizing disruptions and maximizing the
benefits of the service. This seamless integration translates into a hassle-free experience for
customers and a quicker transition to resilient communication.

7. Excellent Customer Support:Manley Solutions is committed to providing exceptional customer
support throughout the entire customer journey. From initial inquiries to ongoing assistance, the
company's dedicated support team is readily available to address any questions, concerns, or
technical issues that may arise. Customers value the responsive and knowledgeable support they
receive, enhancing their overall experience with Manley Solutions.

Overall, customers are choosing Manley Solutions for its Priority Dialtone service because of the
company's unwavering commitment to reliable communication, advanced network prioritization,
customized solutions, seamless integration, and exceptional customer support. With Manley Solutions as
their trusted partner, customers can confidently navigate critical situations, ensure business continuity, and
maintain vital communication channels.


